Teaching and Professional Line Local Pay Comparisons Project

We have created a committee in the Faculty Senate that is looking at pay for Teaching and Professional Line Professors across DU and at local Denver schools. We would love your help in gathering some data for our committee. Your expertise in looking at the postings to see if they are seeking similar candidates for similar jobs is critical to the success of this project.

If there is a posting for a teaching or professional line position (professor of the practice, clinical professor), please check for comparable postings at local schools.

Here is a list of links for the local schools (feel free to add others, so long as they post salary information with the job postings):

DU

https://www.du.edu/jobs/

CU Boulder/Denver

https://www.cu.edu/cu-careers

Metro State

https://www.msudenverjobs.com/

Mines

https://www.mines.edu/human-resources/careers/

If you can find one or more matching positions, please do the following:

Capture the online information about the DU job posting by copying the web page with the posting and pasting it into a word document.

Capture the online information about the non DU job posting by copying the web page with the posting and pasting it into a word document.

Fill in the information for the job posting into this spreadsheet.

https://denveru.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/FacultyPayAcrossLines-g/EUqjDHkjSHZAhgGQWEG4SImB6Q_T1W7Hex8a_4q1xeNBAg?e=F2oyO6

If filling out the spreadsheet is too daunting (it is a big help if you can fill it in), the copies of the postings are the minimum we need to move forward. Here is a video showing how to help with this project.

Email the captured posting documents to stoney@du.edu.

If you have questions, reach out to Scott Toney: stoney@du.edu

Thanks in advance for your help.